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MANAGEMENT CONFLICTS AND CHANGING WATER USE PRIORITIES

AT FERN RIDGE LAKE, OREGON

ABSTRACT: In recent years, low lake levels at Fern Ridge, Oregon have become a major concern
for recreationists in the southern Willamette Valley. A filled reservoir is necessary for the most
popular water sport at Fern Ridge: sailing. The Army Corps of Engineers manages Fern Ridge as
part of the Wifiamette River Basin Reservoir System and has attempted to meet recreation demands
for better lake conditions. The Corps is limited, however, by its responsibility to give priority to
other authorized purposes. Recreation at Fern Ridge is in conflict with other reservoir uses but is
also very important to the local public. The issues at Fern Ridge are representative of similar
federal reservoir management conflicts and changing water use priorities throughout the United
States. Currently, the Corps is conducting a basinwide study to determine what changes can be
made to reflect the changing priorities for water-related goods and services in the Willamette
Reservoir System. This paper will discuss how the Corps has attempted to face the conflicts
stemming from changing water use priorities and how the management of Fern Ridge is
representative of other multiple purpose federal projects in the United States.

INTRODUCTION

The water allocation conflicts surrounding the use of Fern Ridge Reservoir near Eugene,

Oregon characterize the changing priorities for water use in the United States. Fern Ridge has

become the center of a controversy over the management of federally constructed multi-purpose

reservoirs in the Willamette River Basin Reservoir System (WRBRS). Since its construction in

1941, Fern Ridge has rapidly increased in recreational usage. The physical and geographical

characteristics of the reservoir make it an ideal location for certain activities such as sailing.

Because recreation is not one of the original purposes of the reservoir, it cannot receive priority in

reservoir management. Recreation is in conflict with other uses, mainly flood control, which do

have priority. Local recreation interest groups have demanded changes in the Corps' management

of the reservoir. The Corps has only been able to respond to public concerns to a moderate degree

because a Congressional mandate is required for the Corps to change its management operations.



Currently a federal study, sponsored by Oregon Congressman Peter DeFazio, is underway to

reexamine the operation of the WRBRS. This study will determine what options are available for

altering the operation of the reservoir system.

WILLAMETTE RESERVOIR SYSTEM

Historical Development

Prior to the Flood Control Act of 1936, water resource improvements in the Willamette

Valley had been considered primarily for navigation. The Flood Control Act of 1936 placed flood

control as a primary purpose for Corps of Engineers' projects and demonstrated a nationwide

concern for flood damage. The Flood Control Act of 1938 gave Congressional authorization for

studies and plans to be conducted for a system of flood control reservoirs in the Willamette Valley.

House Document No. 544 contained the approved plans for dams authorized by the Congress to be

constructed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Seventeen dams were authorized, thirteen of

which have been built (Corps, 1989). The locations of all thirteen projects can be seen in Figure 1.

Current Reservoir Operations

Each reservoir, or project, within the Willamette River Basin Reservoir System is operated

as a part of the whole system rather than as an individual unit. The management of the reservoir

system is governed by rule curves. The rule curves have been designed to allow an appropriate

amount of storage for flood control at any given time of the year (OWRD, 1990). The operation of

the reservoirs vary by the time of year because the operations are governed by the regional weather

patterns and runoff characteristics of the river basin. The main flood season, extending from

November through early February, requires that the reservoirs be allowed a maximum flood

storage capacity. During the conservation storage season, which begins in February, the
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reservoirs begin to fill (Corps, 1989). After the first of February, storm activity largely decreases,

and any remaining precipitation events and snowmelt runoff are used for filling the reservoirs

(OWRD, 1990). The reservoirs are generally full by mid-May and the stored water is retained

through the dry summer months for conservation use. The conservation uses, which benefit from

releases of the stored water, include fish preservation, irrigation, navigation and pollution

abatement (Corps, 1989).

The storage release period is the third segment of the reservoir operation year and varies for

different reservoirs depending on their main uses. Initially, the plan was to draft water from the

non-power projects first and draft the power projects later in the release season. These plans have

been modified over time due to changing uses of reservoirs for other purposes such as recreation

and fisheries. High recreational usage at some reservoirs has persuaded the Corps to maintain

higher water levels later in the release period in order to extend the recreation season (Ibid. 1989).

As a result of House Document No. 531 of the 87th Congress in 1950, three reservoirs, including

Fern Ridge and Cottage Grove, were given special consideration in the reservoir system operation

due to their recreational importance. The third reservoir noted in the document was not

constructed. According to Document 531, the reservoirs were to have their releases held to a

minimum, thereby maintaining high reservoir levels until after September 1 (Ibid, 1989). Figure 2

shows the current order of reservoir storage releases. It is important to note that the last two

reservoirs to be drafted in the season have the highest recreational use of all thirteen projects in the

system. Cottage Grove reservoir must remain fifth in the drawdown order, despite Document 531,

in order to meet the authorized project purposes (Ibid, 1989).

Managing For Multiple Uses

Altering the reservoir drawdown order to enhance recreation is just one example of how the

Corps has changed management operations to recognize the multiple uses of the WRBRS.

Although the Corps is responsible for maintaining authorized purposes above all other interests, it

has been able to make some allowances to improve recreation and other important interests. Corps

ri
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operations make a distinction between authorized and incidental project purposes. The "incidental'

uses include recreation, wildlife, municipal and industrial water (Corps, 1980). In managing the

reservoir release and fill schedules, the Corps attempts to meet demands of other agencies and

interest groups to enhance incidental uses, as long as they do not interfere with the authorized

purposes. Most of these requests pertain to the summer conservation period when the Corps may

exercise discretion in releasing water allocated to, but not used for, navigation and irrigation

(OWRD, 1990a).

The Corps' ability to meet certain release requirements and requests is somewhat limited

due to the number projects in the WRS. The original planning of the basin system was based on

20 proposed projects. Of the initial 20, Congress authorized 17 and eventually funded only 13.

Therefore, each of the existing thirteen reservoirs must provide more of the originally approved

drawdown in order to meet minimum flow requirements. This means that less water is able to

remain in the reservoirs for recreation purposes (Corps, 1989).

Recreation has become the most significant incidental use at some of the Corps reservoirs.

Since there are few large natural bodies of water in the Willamette River Basin, the federal

reservoirs have become important recreational areas, especially for local residents (Corps, 1989).

There are two practices of operation guiding the Corps in its management of recreation. The first

of these is to achieve maximum diversity of recreational uses on a project by project basis.

Typically these uses have been allowed to evolve and have not been planned. The second

management practice is regulating water levels for recreation. To meet their objectives, the Corps

strives to "...meet recreational needs whenever possible but not to interfere with authorized

purposes such as power production, maintenance of minimum pools, or flood control" (Corps,

1980).



FERN RIDGE RESERVOIR

Background

Fern Ridge reservoir, located on the Long Tom River, was the first project of the

Wilarnette Reservoir System. Authorized in 1938, it was completed in 1941. Fern Ridge

Reservoir was authorized with three principle purposes: flood control, irrigation and navigation

(Corps, 1989). The reservoir is located within twelve miles of downtown Eugene, OR (Figure 1).

Largely due to its geographic proximity to the Eugene/Springfield metropolitan area and its unique

physical characteristics, Fern Ridge reservoir has developed into an important recreational resource

for the Willarnette Valley (OWRD, 1990a).

Recreation at Fern Ridge

In the late 1940's and early 1950's Fern Ridge emerged as a popular recreation site. The

extensive surface area, convenient proximity to the Eugene-Springfield area, easy access, and

favorable weather conditions led to its popularity as a recreation center and prime location for

sailing enthusiasts (OWRD, 1990a). The large surface area of the lake and the particularly good

winds at Fern Ridge make it well-suited to sailing. The reservoir is used for numerous water-

based activities, such as swimming, windsurfing, water-skiing, and sailing. Fern Ridge receives

the highest visitation of all Corps reservoirs in the Willamette system. In the last several years the

average number of user days per year was greater than 700,000 (Corps, 1990).

In order to better enhance recreation at the reservoir, five parks were developed for public

use, along with three quasi-public recreation sites. Two of the public parks, Perkins Peninsula

Park and Kirk Park, are operated and maintained by the Corps of Engineers. The remaining three,

Richardson Park, Orchard Point Park, and Zumwalt Park were developed cooperatively by the

Corps and Lane County and are currently leased and operated by the county. Both Orchard Point

Park and Richardson Park are much more heavily developed than the other parks. Each has

moorage and boat launching opportunities along with concessions, picnicking and play area
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facilities. These are the only two parks that charge user fees. Perkins Peninsula Park is the only

Corps park located on the shores of Fern Ridge and offers boat launching and picnicking facilities.

Kirk Park and Zumwalt Park are much less developed. Currently Zumwalt Park is closed to use

due to limited funds (Ibid. 1990).

The privately run operations at Fern Ridge include the Eugene Yacht Club, the Tn-Pass Ski

Club and Fern Ridge Shores. These private parks offer recreation opportunities similar to those at

the highly developed public parks as well as extra features such as camping and club facilities. The

private parks are partially located on leased project lands (Ibid, 1990).

While the unique physical characteristics of Fern Ridge make it especially desirable for

many recreation activities, they have also rendered it extremely sensitive to changes in water

storage. Because Fern Ridge was constructed in a flat swampy area of the Long Tom River Basin,

it possesses exceptionally wide dimensions, but is also extremely shallow. When the reservoir is

filled to capacity, it is 15 square miles in area and averages 11 feet in depth, being only 33 feet at

its deepest point (Johnson et al., 1985). Because of these unique physical characteristics, the

surface area of Fern Ridge is greatly altered by water storage releases that cause only a small

change in depth (Yingling, 1990).

Storage releases are necessary in summer months to enhance the conservation uses such as

stream biota and pollution abatement. These releases must be made whether the lake depth is

suitable for recreation or not. The difficulties in managing the reservoir for other uses, along with

recreation, are worsened by the physical characteristics of the lake.

Management Conflicts

Fern Ridge Reservoir serves a number of other purposes in addition to being a prime

recreational site. Fern Ridge is still important for two of its initial authorized purposes, irrigation

and flood control. Navigation never became an important use for water stored in Fern Ridge;

however, the water storage releases initially designated for navigation improvements have been



transferred to other conservation purposes such as pollution abatement and fish preservation.

The use of Fern Ridge for multiple purposes has created conflict between the different uses.

Recreation appears to be the least compatible use of Fern Ridge Reservoir. The shape of Fern

Ridge requires special operation in order to satisfy recreation needs. Because slight decreases in

the level of Fern Ridge will greatly diminish the suitable area for recreation, a high lake level is

necessary for best recreation use, especially for certain activities such as sailing. Another

operational request by recreationists is that the reservoifs filled level be maintained for a longer

period of time to extend the recreation season.

Reservoir Recreation vs. Downstream Flow Requirements

The release of stored water to maintain minimum flows in the Long Tom River is an

important benefit of the reservoir because of the chronic low flows which characterize the subbasin.

The reservoir has helped to offset some of these summer water shortages (OWRD, 1990b). In

addition to alleviating summer water shortages, the storage releases from Corps' reservoirs have

played a major role in cleaning up the Willamette River through pollution abatement with

augmented flows in the late summer and early fail months when natural flows would be quite low

(Corps, 1989).

Minimum streamfiow levels have been established at a number of points throughout the

Willamette River Basin. In 1964, an optimistic minimum flow of 370 cfs was set for the Long

Tom River at Monroe by the Water Policy Review Board. The Corps and other agencies have

since determined that 30-50 cfs is a more reasonable figure for the Long Tom (Nelson, 1991). The

minimum streamfiow at Monroe is essentially equal to the amount of water released from Fern

Ridge reservoir. Therefore, it is important for the Corps to release at least 30 cfs during the

summer months from Fern Ridge in order to meet the minimum flow level.

Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife is active in managing fish and wildlife interests

both within the reservoir area and in the rivers below the dam. ODFW works with the Corps in



developing minimum flow releases and contributes to the Corps' yearly operations plan. It is

imperative from the fish preservation standpoint to maintain minimum streamfiows even during dry

periods (OWRD, 1990). Some ODFW employees complain that frequently their requests are not

met by the Corps (Public Meeting, Corps, 1990). These concerns may be more relevant at dams

managed for salmon runs. Yet, even if the Long Tom is not important for anadromous fish runs,

storage releases from Fern Ridge are necessary to preserve any type of biota.

Reservoir Recreation vs. Wildlife Management

The Fern Ridge project area possesses a large wetlands acreage due to its unique shape and

the naturally marshy characteristics of the Long Tom River subbasin. These wetlands provide an

excellent waterfowl habitat. Some of the lands are licensed and managed by the Oregon

Department of Fish and Wildlife, while others, such as Kirk Park, are owned and operated by the

Corps of Engineers. The Corps works in cooperation with ODFW to maintain the wetlands for

suitable wildlife management. Lands licensed by ODFW can be managed singly by ODFW or in

conjunction with the Corps, which provides funding, personnel, and equipment. The total area

licensed by ODFW is approximately 5000 acres, including both water and land (Corps, 1990).

The wetlands managed cooperatively by ODFW and the Corps provide wildlife habitat as

well as a type of recreation not provided in other parts of the reservoir. The wetlands attract

birdwatchers, nature observers, hunters and fishermen. Although the access points on these lands,

especially those licensed by ODFW, are much less developed, they receive a considerable amount

of use, about 5% of the total annual Fern Ridge visitation (Ibid, 1990). The management of the

wildlife areas differs from the operational needs of other forms of recreation. In essence, the

preservation of wildlife and maintaining wildlife-oriented activities conflict with managing for the

typical water-based sports on the lake.

One reason for conflict is that wildlife and recreation interests desire different lake levels.

The waterfowl nesting sites are sensitive to fluctuating lake levels. ODFW requests that during the
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nesting season, the lake levels not exceed 373.5 ft. in elevation in order to prevent inundation of

the nesting sites. The Corps of Engineers uses 373.5 ft. as the filled level during the conservation

season with an extra 1.5 ft. (375 ft. total) of elevation storage space reserved for summer flood

control (OWRD, 1990). The full pool level is 375 ft. and would typically only be reached during a

flood event (Corps, 1989). Although many recreationists would prefer to see the full pool level

met (Kirchmeier, 1990), such a request could jeopardize the wildlife habitats being managed in the

wetlands.

Recreation and wildlife habitats conflict not only with respect to operational lake levels, but

also in terms of land use. There has been a loss of wildlife habitat sites which have been converted

to recreational areas (Corps, 1980). The outcome of the study currently being conducted by the

Corps will determine what levels of priority both wildlife and recreation will receive in future

management of the reservoir. If recreation interests come out on top, this could mean more acreage

lost for wildlife habitats.

Reservoir Recreation vs. Irrigation

Irrigation is perceived by Fern Ridge area residents to be an important use of the reservoir,

in addition to recreation. As of 1980, the agricultural community near Fern Ridge had contracted

more heavily for Fern Ridge storage than had other agricultural communities of their respective

reservoirs. This activity has helped the Long Tom subbasin to maintain a strong orientation to

agriculture (Corps, 1980).

Even though Fern Ridge might receive more attention from irrigators than other reservoirs

in the WRBRS, its full potential for irrigation has not been utilized. The Bureau of Reclamation

holds a permit for the total seasonal storage from Fern Ridge, 95,000 Acre-Feet. In 1987, the

Bureau of Reclamation held irrigation contracts for 23,546 AF of water in Fern Ridge Reservoir.

Currently, this amount is only about one third of the total amount of irrigation water used in the

Long Tom subbasin. The remaining two thirds come from groundwater sources. The aquifers in
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the Long Tom subbasin probably cannot sustain very much more development because they are

characterized by slow groundwater movement and low well yields. Further increases in irrigation

in the basin will require obtaining water from some other sources such as existing storage in Fern

Ridge Reservoir or from some source outside of the subbasin (OWRD, 1990b).

If both irrigation and recreation needs continue to increase, then there is a potential for

conflict between the two functions (Corps, 1980). Both irrigation and recreation require use of

summer conservation storage in Fern Ridge. The two are only able to coexist at Fern Ridge

because irrigation does not currently require a large amount of water. However, irrigation

authorities are predicting a large increase in required irrigation water for the Long Tom subbasin in

the next 20 years. Currently the Oregon Department of Agriculture is predicting a 54% increase in

irrigation by the year 2020. An estimated 32,200 AF of storage will be required for this increase

(OWRD, 1990b).

The need for an increase will certainly depend on a shift in crop type within the Long Tom

subbasin. Currently the main crop is overwhelmingly rye grass, which does not require irrigation.

However, public opposition to the field burning associated with grass seed farming might cause a

movement away from this crop (Cornelius, 1990). The validity of these predictions is still being

debated. One agriculture expert claims there is sufficient evidence to suggest that the older farmers

in the Long Tom subbasin are satisfied with the excellent grass seed market and have no motivation

to change course at this time in their careers (Trimmer, 1991). Whether or not the Corps of

Engineers will even consider these issues in their study is still unknown.

Reservoir Recreation vs. Flood Control

Probably the most apparent conflict existing at Fern Ridge is that between recreation and

flood control. Neither of these two uses can be managed to its fullest without detriment to the

other. Recreation requires that water be kept in the reservoir and flood control is not possible

unless the reservoir is drawn down to permit flood storage.
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The Corps attempts to meet recreation demands as much as possible within the confines of

the rule curve. Current reservoir operations include a fill period that begins on February 1 and is

generally complete by the middle of May. Most recreationists want the filling period to start before

February 1 to insure a full lake level. The Corps contends that such an early date would greatly

reduce the ability of the reservoir to control flooding. Some recreationists also want the summer

conservation period to extend beyond the current October 1 date. Keeping a reservoir filled

beyond October 1 also increases flood risks (Public Meeting, Corps, 1990). It is obvious that both

recreation and flood control are important uses of Fern Ridge. What is not so obvious is how

flexible management can be in providing each of these purposes. So far, recreation interests have

had to give way to flood control needs. This situation may change depending on the outcome of

the Corps' continuing investigations of the WRBRS.

Operational Changes at Fern Ridge

The Corps' operation of Fern Ridge began to reflect very early on the changing values of

water use. Recreation was recognized as an important incidental use of the reservoir. As noted

previously, House Document No. 531 in 1950 gave three reservoirs, including Fern Ridge special

consideration for operation. The reservoirs were to be held at a higher level for a longer period of

time.

The conflicts existing at Fern Ridge reservoir were realized as early as the 1950's. In the

late 1950's, the recreation public made it clear that the operations determined by Document No.

531 were not sufficient to provide adequate recreational usage of Fern Ridge. The reaction

persuaded the Corps of Engineers and Congress to reexamine the operation of Fern Ridge. The

resulting study was aimed at determining actions that could allow the reservoir to fill earlier and,

therefore, ensure that the lake reach its filled level (Corps, 1989). In 1963, following the

completion of the ten year study, the dam at Fern Ridge was raised 1.5 feet and the rule curve was

adjusted so that the reservoir could be filled sooner and maintained longer without jeopardizing the
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flood control function of Fern Ridge (OWRD, 1990b). The rule curve adjustment set in 1963 is

still currently in use.

After 1963, the management of Fern Ridge continued fairly consistently until the summer

of 1987 brought drought conditions to the Willameue Valley and, subsequently extremely poor

recreation opportunities to Fern Ridge. When it became clear to the Corps of Engineers in the

spring of 1987 that the precipitation levels were going to be below normal, Corps managers made

efforts to increase the water levels in the reservoir. Despite their efforts, Fern Ridge started the

summer two feet below full (Corps, 1989). For Fern Ridge this had drastic impacts. The water

levels were 20% below normal and left most boat ramps and other access points far out of the

water. The fixed-keel sailboats moored at the lake were left high and dry (Tims, 1987). Jill

Smith, a sailor and marina owner, stated that three West Coast regional sailing races were cancelled

due to lake conditions. Some of the local businesses geared toward recreation lost money that

season (Smith, 1990).

The local recreation public became infuriated by the situation and took action. The summer

of 1987 brought actions similar to those used when, in the late 1950's, the local public demanded

operational changes at Fern Ridge. Complaints were brought to the Corps of Engineers and to the

local Congressional Representative Peter DeFazio. Influenced by the mounting public concern,

DeFazio held a meeting at the Eugene Yacht Club in August of 1987, which drew a crowd of 300

(Tims, 1987). DeFazio told the audience at the meeting that he would work toward a study to

reevaluate the management of Fern Ridge (Gazette Times, 1987). DeFazio is aiding the cause of

those who want to increase recreational opportunity at Fern Ridge. He supports the idea that Fern

Ridge currently has unfulfilled potential as a recreational asset (Kirchmeier, 1989). Following the

summer of 1987, representatives from the Corps of Engineers and DeFazio's Congressional Office

met to discuss options for improving recreation at Fern Ridge (Tims, 1987).

The result of the meeting is currently in progress. In September 1988, Congress

authorized the study proposed by Peter DeFazio to have the Corps of Engineers reexamine water
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allocation in the Wifiamette Reservoir System to determine what can be done to satisfy changing

water priorities, especially recreation (Kirchmeier, 1989). Although the situation at Fern Ridge is

at the center of this study, and was responsible for its coming about (OWRD, 1990b), the study is

much more involved than evaluating recreation needs at Fern Ridge. It will involve various issues

concerning the WRBRS and, therefore, the Corps will be considering a number of potential

scenarios for change in reservoir system (Weaver, 1991).

The Corps' study has been broken down into two portions: the reconnaissance phase and

the feasibility phase. The former will be completed in July, 1991 and is designed to accumulate all

possible information relating to the use of the reservoirs and to propose a number of options or

"scenarios" for future management. The second phase will involve cooperation between a few

different agencies, including ODFW and OWRD, to determine which options are most feasible and

best serve the public interest (Public Meeting, OWRD, 1990).

PROPOSED MANAGEMENT ALTERNATIVES

The Corps of Engineers is currently conducting the reconnaissance phase of their

basinwide reevaluation. During this period it is establishing a number of possible scenarios for

management. Although the agency has not yet revealed in written form what these options might

be, some potential scenarios have been discussed in public meetings or presented earlier in its 1980

Environmental Impact Statement (1980 EIS). The current study is centered around what can be

done to improve recreation conditions in the Willamette Valley, especially at Fern Ridge. Some of

the Corps' options offer small improvements for recreation while still maintaining the original

authorized purposes. For recreation improvements of the magnitude desired by the recreation

public and Rep. DeFazio, it will require literally an act of Congress to bring about those changes.

The Corps will be unable to make recreation a principal purpose at Fern Ridge without

Congressional approval (Tims, 1987).
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The Corps of Engineers identified a number of recreation management options in its 1980

EIS. The first two options listed would certainly receive negative reactions: 1. No action and 2.

Discontinue operation and maintenance for reservoir recreation (Corps, 1980). Either of these two

would defeat the purpose of the current study and definitely would not be an acceptable alternative

for a majority of the public. A third alternative was to manage facilities for different recreation

users. For example, one reservoir could be used for motorboats below a certain horsepower and

another reservoir for boats with greater horsepower. Another, such as Fern Ridge, could be

reserved for sailing and other non-motorized water uses. This could eliminate incompatibility

between different recreation user groups (Ibid. 1980), but would probably solve very little with

respect to the conflict between flood control and reservoir fluctuation. A fourth alternative would

be to mitigate drawdown effects by constructing more facilities that adjust to fluctuating pool levels

(Ibid. 1980). This would not improve the lake conditions for most of the recreation activities. In

low water years much of the lake would still be inaccessible to many recreationists, especially

those using fixed-keel sailboats. A final option listed in the EIS would be to alter the reservoir's

flood control rule curve. Although this would allow the lake to fill earlier and maintain a full pool

longer, it would increase the risk of flooding (Ibid, 1980).

Other Corps options were discussed at public meetings. The Emerald Canal idea was one

such proposal that first emerged in the late 1970's. A local Eugene organization originally sought

to have the plan adopted, but it has since lost public interest. It was considered again in the

discussions between the Corps of Engineers and DeFazio's office in 1987. The proposed canal

boasts many benefits. It would double the flow of the Long Tom River and would raise the

summer level of Fern Ridge by nearly two feet. Other benefits would include an increased amount

of water available for summer crop irrigation along the Long Tom and between Eugene and Fern

Ridge. In addition the canal would permit a salmon run through the canal. The concerns over the

canal include the negative impacts that might occur from drawing water out of the Willameue River

south of Eugene where there are already low summer flows (Monroe, 1980).
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Another option that has been considered in past years is a re-regulating project upstream

from Fern Ridge which could take over its flood control responsibility and let it be used primarily

for recreation purposes (Public Meeting, Corps, 1990). A new construction project would

probably not receive the same positive reception it once would have. Environmental concerns and

low domestic funding would probably prohibit the adoption of this option. Local government

would most likely have to be involved in cost-sharing for new construction.

The most significant scenario being considered has already been noted above. Making

recreation a primary purpose at Fern Ridge would require Congressional approval and would be

extremely expensive to undertake. The Corps of Engineers and the state agencies will have to

determine if the benefits of making recreation a primary purpose outweigh the monetary costs and

the costs to other purposes such as flood control and irrigation.

CHANGING PRIORITIES FOR WATER-RELATED GOODS AND SERVICES

The resource conflicts that emerge when managing a multiple purpose reservoir are not

unique to Fern Ridge. While its popularity as a recreation area may have given it a higher profile

and perhaps more priority than other similar reservoirs around the country, the source of the

conflict remains the same at many federal reservoirs: public values have changed with respect to

water-related goods and services. Federally operated multiple purpose reservoirs were built at a

particular time with a specific set of authorized purposes. With the passage of time, the importance

of the original purposes may change and other uses may emerge and gain more importance than the

original purposes. Fern Ridge reservoir serves as an example of changing priorities of water-

related goods and services at federal multiple purpose projects.

Construction for Multiple Purposes

Gilbert F. White specified six different stages or "strategies" of water management in his
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1969 work Strategies of American Water Management. The third strategy to develop in American

society was multiple purpose construction managed by public agencies. The first evidence of such

projects emerged as joint irrigation-hydroelectric power dams brought on by the Reclamation Act in

the early 1900's. At that time, the projects were developed on an individual basis and were not

planned as part of a larger basinwide plan (White, 1969).

It was not until House Document 308 was passed in 1928 that the concept of basinwide

planning began to gain prominence. The projects devised under the Tennessee Valley Act of 1933

popularized the "308" reports. The New Deal Era spurred the use of basinwide planning as a

method of social reform (White, 1969). Large public works were designed to improve the

standard of living. Many natural resource management decisions during this period were based on

the social reform (Muckleston, 1990).

Another motivating factor behind multiple purpose construction for an entire basin was the

technological advancement of the early 20th century. The new technology enabled low-cost

construction of dams through use of large earth-moving equipment and the development of

reinforced concrete. Technical advances also included the ability to transmit electric energy over

long distances. Dam construction was made cheaper through sale of hydroelectric power to pay

for building costs. The new advancements revealed the opportunity to substitute one structure for

a number of structures by having one dam serve several functions (White, 1969).

Basinwide planning, social reform, and technological advancements were all important

elements in the 1938 authorization of the WRBRS. Each planned project was expected to serve

multiple functions. The traditional purposes, flood control, hydroelectric power, irrigation and

navigation, were aimed at igniting prosperity in the Willamette Valley. The decisions made in 1938

were based upon values existing during that period and were assumed to be important for years to

come. The fulfillment of the social reform and flood protection was scheduled to take place over

the next two decades. That was the amount of time it would take to complete construction of the

WRBRS projects.
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When Fern Ridge was constructed in 1941, multiple purpose projects did not have a long

history. Yet, the advantages of multipurpose construction were already revealing the potential for

offering even more uses at a given project (White, 1969). The public desire for greater use of Fern

Ridge and other emerging WRBRS projects was becoming rapidly apparent. A mere 5 to 10 years

after the completion of Fern Ridge, recreation became an important water use priority for the public.

The management of a reservoir system which had been so thoroughly planned for four main

purposes, was forced to consider other uses.

New Recreation Values

Nationally, Corps of Engineers projects experienced a rapid increase in recreation use

beginning in the late 1940's (ORRRC, 1962). There are a couple of reasons for the increased

interest in recreation at federal projects. First, the construction of many new reservoirs during this

period provided the opportunity for recreation. In addition, the end of WWH brought renewed

prosperity and increased leisure time, thereby placing a greater emphasis on recreational uses of

water (Muckleston, 1990).

These factors also influenced the growth of Fern Ridge. Being the first reservoir for the

WRBRS, Fern Ridge presented a new opportunity for recreation in the Willamette Valley. Also,

the date of its construction was perfectly timed for the post-war recreation increase.

The increase in recreation at Federal reservoirs did not go unnoticed. The federal

government was quick to recognize the value of recreation at public projects. Although the priority

of purposes at existing projects could not be altered, legislation was passed recommending actions

that would make special provisions for recreation. For example, the Flood Control Act of 1944

recognized recreation as a significant use of federally constructed reservoirs by authorizing funds

to develop public-use facilities at Corps projects (Corps, 1980).

The Flood Control Act of 1944 and other similar legislation, such as House Document 531

in 1950, enabled the Corps of Engineers to enhance recreation at Fern Ridge as well. Although
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the Corps of Engineers could not change the priority of recreation at Fern Ridge, it could provide

facilities and allow the use to develop as much as possible within the confines of its operation for

the primary purposes. As a result, the Corps has been active in providing many day-use facilities

at the reservoir.

Similar actions were being taken by federal agencies at reservoirs around the country. The

ORRRC report in 1962 revealed that almost all federal recreation facilities were geared toward

mass recreation. The throngs of people at parks, beaches and boat ramps demonstrated the need

for more development. And as is generally the case, the squeaky wheel received the most rapid

management response, to the detriment of other important recreational uses. The ORRRC report

identified certain other aspects of recreation, such as hunting and birdwatching, that were not

receiving the same amount of attention as the social forms of recreation (ORRRC, 1962).

Public Involvement

Public participation in water resource planning grew to importance during the early

environmental period in the 1960's-70's. The 1960's brought numerous federal laws which

required public participation in planning for federal water resource programs such as: NEPA 1969,

the Clean Water Act 1967, and the Rivers and Harbors Act 1970. Originally, public participation

was encouraged so that the public would have an increased understanding of the projects and to

speed up the implementation process. But as public participation became more common, some

planners realized that public involvement could actually improve assessment of impacts and resolve

conflicts (Willeke, 1976).

The Corps of Engineers had its own reasons for embracing public participation in the

1970's. The Corps was becoming an object of extreme criticism by environmental causes. The

agency turned to public participation as a way to gain public acceptance (Mazmanian, 1976).

Although the Corps lost interest in its public programs after a few years (Mazmanian,

1976), continuing concerns in the Willamette Valley renewed the Corps' public activities. Public



meetings axe now a regular component of Corps management procedures in the Willamette Valley.

Every year the Corps of Engineers holds local meetings throughout the region to discuss planned

operations and projected reservoir conditions. During the meetings, the Corps accepts public input

regarding reservoir operations.

Over the years, the Willamette Valley public has been very outspoken about the

management of Fern Ridge and the other basin reservoirs. Community organizations in the

Eugene area began to express their desires in the mid-i 950's for reservoir operations to recognize

and enhance recreation. The recreation clubs and other interested publics urged the Corps of

Engineers and their local Congressman to bring about improved opportunities for recreation at Fern

Ridge. It was not a lack of facilities that were a concern, but rather the negative impacts that

occurred from reservoir fluctuation as a result of flood control (Corps, 1980). Recreation

organizations in the Eugene area are still quite actively involved in placing pressure on the Corps

and the local Congressional Representative.

Environmental Period

The management of Corps of Engineers projects currently includes considerations for

environmental concerns such as fish preservation and pollution abatement, but the reservoirs have

not always been operated with these issues in mind. A greater environmental awareness began in

the late 1950's when concern grew over deteriorating water quality. The advantages of using

reservoirs to augment low flows was immediately realized. Some federal projects were planned

with waste dilution as a possible joint purpose (White, 1969). Although the WRBRS had already

been authorized by this time, the Corps of Engineers was able to use water storage releases

designated for other uses, such as navigation, as a source of flow augmentation for pollution

abatement.

With the environmental era came not only a concern for aesthetic and environmental uses of

water resources but also a decrease in federal support for water project development. As the
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government disengaged itself from a role as builder and provider, environmentalists began to

evaluate the potential impacts on the environment caused by water development projects

(Muckleston, 1990). The decrease in federal development during this time greatly impacted the

completion of the WRBRS. Four projects authorized for completion in 1938 and scheduled for

construction during the 1960's were never completed. The absence of these four reservoirs has

decreased the ability of the Corps to effectively manage the basin system (Corps, 1989).

Authorized Purposes

The changing values of water-related goods and services has done more than add new uses

for water resources. There has also been an evolution of emphasis concerning the original water

resource purposes. The public has come to regard hydroelectric power and flood control as an

expected part of the quality of life in Oregon (Corps, 1989). It has been many years since the

Willamene Valley experienced its last damaging flood event. When a water-related service is not

readily apparent it may be taken for granted (OWRD, 1990). This could be the case in the

Willamette Valley where the public appears to place a greater emphasis on recreation than

protection from flood damage (Public Meeting, Corps, 1990).

Although the general public may have forgotten the importance of flood control, the need

for flood protection has not gone away because the potential for flooding still exists. But flood

control is the only one of the original three purposes that still holds much significance. Navigation

and irrigation are not as important in the Willamette Valley as had been predicted at one time.

These sunmier conservation uses have been replaced by new purposes with greater public priority.

In this way, Fern Ridge reservoir is different from other Corps reservoirs in the West.

Many other Corps reservoirs have been used heavily for irrigation. The summer drawdown on

these lakes negatively impacts the quality of available recreation (ORRRC, 1962). Fern Ridge area

residents have been fortunate that the irrigation in the Long Tom subbasin has not developed

enough to preclude recreation.
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Aside from this characteristic, Fern Ridge is like many other Corps reservoirs in that the

more purposes that were added to the reservoir, the greater the management conflicts. When

multiple purposes reservoirs first emerged and only served two or three purposes, the means for

providing water-related goods and services were more clear. Now, the importance of individual

aims has become less certain (White, 1969).

SUMMARY

Since its construction in 1941, Fern Ridge reservoir has attained a great social value as a

recreational resource for the Willamette Valley. It is regarded as a prime recreation facility both

locally and regionally. Recreationists would like to develop the recreation potential of Fern Ridge

further, but have been unable to do so because of its authorized management objectives. The

management of Fern Ridge must give priority to its original authorized purposes: flood control,

navigation and irrigation. The reservoir now serves additional incidental uses such as pollution

abatement and fish preservation, along with recreation. Recreation is in conflict with all other

reservoir uses because it is the only one satisfied by keeping water storage in the reservoir instead

of releasing it.

The conflicts between reservoir purposes make for management difficulties that are

exacerbated by drought conditions. The most recent Willamette Valley drought caused such poor

recreation conditions at Fern Ridge that the local Congressional Representative, Peter DeFazio,

came to the aid of recreationists. The basinwide study that has emerged from the event is aimed at

finding solutions to current management conflicts throughout the basin. The investigation is

intended to evaluate the changes that have occurred regarding water use priorities in the WRBRS.

It will be interesting to see if the Corps can find answers to water use issues in the Willamette

Basin that have alao been affecting federal multipurpose reservoir management throughout the

United States for the last few decades.
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